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laboratory. Here stripping techniques are avoided, mechanical method
being preferred. Deterioration of copper and its alloys can usually b S
achieved by desiccation (section 3.4.1.1), which should be carried' ou~
within forty-eight hours of excavation; but there are notable exceptions
(section 5.5.6.1). For long-term stabilization, BTA has been found to b
highly effective but even when treated thus. extremely high RH an~
fluctuating temperatures (especially for enamels) (section 2.4.3). have to
be avoided. Bright metaL and objects treated with BTA, should be
handled only in gloves.
5.6

5.6.1

I.

I
I

Silver and its alloys

Nature of artefacts 77

Silver (melting point 960.5°C) often contains up to 5 per cent of
impurities ~uch as copper. lead, and even iron. but it is also commonly
alloyed delIberately. to harden or debase it. Sterling silver is at least 92.5
per cent silver, whilst crude silver may be only 80 per cent pure; verv base
alloys containing less than 50 per cent silver are termed bill on'. The
distinctive bright white appearance of silver is evident in these alloys
with a tendency to dulling and discoloration with increasing coppe;
content. To make base silver such as billon appear more noble than it is,
it is often blanched. Amongst other applied decorative techniques, silver
may be gilded or given other yellow surfacings (section 5.1.2.2) and inlaid
with black niello (section 5.1.2.5). Glass does not fuse well to silver and
so et;lamelling is rare.
When base silver is worked. the copper content oxidizes. and whilst
this is usually removed from the surface by the craftsman. it can remain in
the zone just below the surface as 'fire stain'. During its useful life,
silverware may develop a much prized dark patina. which can be caused
by the uncovering of fire stain as the overlying silver is polished away.
Pure silver can be cold welded but alloys must be soldered with either
soft or hard solders (section 5.1.2.1), 'silver solder' being made by
alloying silver with copper and sometimes zinc as well. 'Silvering' applied
to other metals is usually an alloy of silver with tin (section 5.1.2.2).

5.6.2

Nature of deteriorated materiaF"

~~

S

in " dry

.
BLACKENED SCRFACE (plate 5.23<1). Even
air. base SI.\ver IS
tarnished by a layer of copper oxide (section 5.5.2.1), whilst the presence
of as little as 2 parts per million of sulphur in the form of hydrogen
sulphide or sulphur dioxide. will cause silver itself to blacken by the
formation of a protective layer of silver sulphide. argentite (Ag2S), This
sulphide is found on silver from virtually all environments. including the
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• Plate 5.23. Corroded silver alloys. (a) Silver coin blackened with a protective
aulphide tarnish. Fracturing shows the embrittled condition of much ancient silver.
(b) Swollen crust of silver chloride on a coin. (c) Right-hand coin shows crust of
copper corrosion products on base silver. A similar coin (left-hand) after
. Investigative cleaning

\

lea. In extreme conditions. the protection afforded by the thin layer of
. sulphide may fail, and corrosion may continue until all the silver has
become silver sulphide.
Y/PINKlLlLAClPCRPLE OR BROW~ SWOLLE?" CRCST (plate S.2~hi

crusts are composed of a mixture of grey waxy cerargyrite, 'horn
silver', silver chloride (Agel). and brown opaque bromyrite. silver
.bromide (AgBr). stained to pink hues by cuprite or darkened by silver
and copper sulphides. The balance of chloride to bromide is variable. but
~high·bromide levels would be expected in finds from deposits rich in
'Organic matter. Low corrosion levels lead to the formation of a protective
231
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pat,ina. hut higher levels result in a thick. sometimes swoHen. cru't '
WhICh no metal may remain, Marine ohjects may he covered b" , s'h In
' · copper corrosion
'a
crus t w h'ICh
a soil11c1udes
products I'rC)ll ()X' -1,sue
'
I'"
. '
"
ICes, and
ca clUm carhonate, Beneath thiS may he found either '1 '
•
'.'
<
core of
unconvel ted m,eta!, or else a hollow mould Iikt.' those found with'
ferrous concretIOns (section 5,::;,2,3),
In
GREEN CRlSrS (pl<l\(; ),2.'c) Coppt.'r in a bast.' sih"'r '1110\"
d
f
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corro es
pre erentIdl~y to the stivL'L and depOSIts tvplcal corrosion products hoth
o,n, the, surface and hetween the stiver grains (section 5,),2, 1). A base
siher alloy on excavation ma\ appear indistinouishable fro III '\
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copper
a,oy, n aCidiC condItIOns whert.' the copper corrosion products are
dlssolwd away, the remaining silvt.'r will prohahly be blackened,
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E~1BRITTLED (plate 523a), A hright or corroded silver object is often mare
hnttle than would ,~'
be Imagined There 111'1\' be In()r~ th'In () ne cause of
~hIS: tor example, It, may he a result of phase alterations over time or of
mtt.'rgranular corrosIOn deep within the alloy,
,

5,6,3
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Examination

Where a corrosion crust exists, it may be possible to deduce something
about the compositIOn of the ong1l1al alloy from it (section 5,6,2); thus a
thIck ~reen cru~t I~phes a base silver/copper alloy, whilst a pale, waxy,
horn-Sliver one 1I1dl~ates a pu:er silver. Details of an original suface m~y
• be seen on the outSide ot a Silver chloride crust in it somewhat hlurred
swollen :ta,te. hut in many case:;, a more accurate representation can b~
~t~~nd wlthlll the corrosion. much as it can be for copper alloys (section
. Silver corrodes intergranularly, with some silver chloride depositing in
and some ht.'1I1g extruded; remmal of the outside laver of horn silver
will. reveal an original surface still appearing silve-r. As corrosion
cont1l1ues. the silver is lost. but the original surfac~ b still maintained bva
discontinuity within the corrosion. I n a hase silver objt.'et. whilst {he
external surface of a copper corrosion crust is uninformative, the original
surface may well be perfectly maintained beneath this bv the uncorr~ded
si~ver portion ?f the alloy;
more noblt.' than the ~opper. the silver
WIll be cathodically protectt.'d (section 5,1.3.2), The analv~is of corroded
silver alloys is difficult to interpret. for a sllrfaee enriched 'in silver may be
a res~lt of scvcral phenomena: for examplt.', corrosion, deliberate
blanchmg, work1l1g, and cooling during manufacturc. or even silvering a
copper alloy. It is possible that this interpretation may he further
contused hy the redeposition of silver on the surface of a corroding alloy
in certain reducing environments,
SitU

-----

Radiography will assis~ i~ locatin~ eng:aving, nie~lo, gilding, and the
..
where thIS IS mall1tamed lI1 a corroSIOn crust hv. silver.
ongm al surface
.

5.6.4 Cleaning
Once it has been dete,rmined that surf.ace blackening, is neither a
deliberate nor an, aes~hetIca~ly pleasI~g patma: It shou,ld, stIll he removed
only when an object IS reqUIred for dIsplay, .r\ot only IS It protectIve, hut
every time it is removed a new layer torms to be later removed, thereb,Y
continually wearing awa~ the metal. When n~cessary. thiS removal IS
{ten carried out mechal1lcally With extremely fine. soft. ahraslve pastes,
~ut excavated artefacts are usually too hrittle and cracked to withstand
such treatment. For these. chemicals are used, except of course where
mello, which is itself silver su \phide, is suspected,
,
Care is needed in the removal of silver chloride crusts for. as shown lI1
section 5.6.3, the original surface will be maintained, either hy weakened
silver or by a discontinuity within the horn silver. Cleaning of such
material is sometimes done mechanically when, with considerable skilL
the outer layer can be picked off the original surface, Alternatively. to
avoid scratching any remaining silver, chemicals are used under the
Jnicroscope: cleaning is halted as soon as the discontinuity or a silver
surface appears,
The removal of copper corrosion crusts is carried out chemically since
-they are much harder than horn silver. and scratching of the underlying
. metal is difficult to avoid. Moreover. the original surface is likely to be
maintained by silver (section 5.6,3) \vhich is not likely to he attacked hy
the chemicals required to dissolve the copper salts when these reagents
are used with discretion.
That silver is a nohle metal is usdul in cleaning since it remains
unaffected by chemicals used, but it is a problem in that dissolved silver
(and even copper) is likely to be reduced and plate out as silver (or
copper) On the object during cleaning. 'rhus st.'questering agents (section
3.3.2,1), for example thiourea. which remove these metals from solution
are used alongside the chemicals used to dissolve the corrosion crusts,
Commercial dips containing oxidizing acids ars: too powerful for
archaeological silver and, to break up a crust. organic acid., Of complexing
agents such as ammonium thiosulphate (NH1hS20,,), afe preferred,
Another approach is to reduce overlying silver corrosion crusts to a soft
POwdery silver. which may then be brushed off to reveal the original
surfacc. This may be done ~ither electrolvticallv (section 5.1 A,2). or with
a chemical redu~ing agent sllch as sodilll; dithi~)nite (!'';a2S20.j) which has
been used to treat marine silver in hulk.

Cc
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Deterioration after excavation

Both horn silver and silver bromide darken on exposure to light: they can
change from white to pink. grey, or black within seconds of excavation.
In the longer term, excessive UV can superficially reduce horn silyer to
silver. giving it a metallic sheen. Sulphur is p;esent in the air from
industrial pollution. but high localized contamination can arise from
rubber. paint. casein glue. wool. cloth finishings. and certain woods. It is
not surprising. therefore, that bright silver usually tarnishes. but unless it
is heayily alloyed with copper. no other c~rrosion is likely after
excavation. Brittle ancient silver is liable to shatter with poor ha·ndling.

5.6.6

5.6.6.1

Stabilization
Passive

To prevent bright cleaned silver from tarnishing. sulphur must be
removed from the environment. In the first instance, all materials for
display/storage should be tested for sulphur (seetion 3.4.1
. Ultimately
sulphur can be removed by air-conditioning. but on a less grand scale.
hydrogen-sulphide-absorbing materials can be used locallv. such as in
plugs in vents in showcases or in tissue for wrapping objcets.
Alternatively. vapour phase inhibitors (section 5.1.5) can bc used in
sealed cases or boxes.;-:o Close proximity to a source of chloride which will
corrode silver must also be avoided. Silver which contains a high
,proportion of copper can be stabilized by dry storage as in section 5.5.6.1.

5.6.6.2

"

~ \1
I.

,~

~'"

Active

In the past. in order to de brittle fragile silver. a variet\' of heat treatments
were used. but until further rcsearch in this area is puhlished. they should
be avoided. Attempts have been made to consolidate objects which have
been entirely corroded to horn silver. bv reducing then~ back to silver.
This has been done chemically (see note 79) on~ coins and c1ectrolyticalll l on one famous example at the British Museum, the Ine from Ur.
but neither method is as yet routine.
•
Silver may be treated to retard attack by hydrogen sulphide by the
applieation of a lacquer or a polish which contains an inhibitor (see
section 5.1.5 and note 80). Copper in base silver is stabilized by
bcnzotriazole (section 5.5.6.2).

5.6.7

Reshaping

In certain instances deformed silver objects have been reshaped at high
temperatures but the technique is limited and cannot be used where
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intergranular corrosion has occurred. It is never used until a rigorous
metallographic eXamll1atlOn has been carned out. both to check for
absence of this corrosion and to record the strueture which will be lost by
this heating.

5.6.8 Summary
Even though silver is a noble metaL when excavated. it can be in a
delicate and badly corroded state. worse even than base lead. On site it
must be handled with great care and given adequate packing. An original
surface may be retained within a corrosion crust. and thus cleaning is
carried out only in a laboratory. Since silver is a soft but noble metaL
where the metal is to be expo~ed. chemical cleaning is preferred over
mechanical methods. Bright silver is most affected by hydrogen sulphide
in the environment and. once blackened. is cleaned only when required
for display; it should then be handled only with gloves.'
Base silver behaves as a copper alloy. \vhich indeed it is. It is treated in
a similar manner to other copper alloys except for cleaning: the original
surface of a high-silver/copper alloy is uniquely maintained by noble silver
. metal. Problems of treatment. interpretation. and analysis of base silver
arise as a result of the phenomenon of surface enrichment.

5.7 Gold and its alloys

5.7.1 Nafure of arteJl!Cts S2
Gold in artefacts is seldom purl'. One cause of this is impurities from the
raw material which. since gold is extremely noble. is in the form of metal.
not ore. An important naturally occurring alloy is eleetrum. or white
gold, which has a silver content of more than 20 per cent. This level can
be reduced by purification to about 1 per cent. giving a rich red-yellowcoloured metal which is even redder \vhen contaminated with copper.
However, gold is usually deliberately alloyed for strength and economy
with silver or copper: in this latter case thc alloy may be called tumbaga.
When gold is mixed with both silver and copper. a pale-yellow base alloy
called corinthian bronzeS' or green gold m(lv be made. The surface colour
of this alloy may be altered l;y oxiaation a;ld/or blanching for decorative
effects. Depletion gilding (section 5.1.2.2) of gold alloys in general is
COmmon, in order to give the object a rich-yellow pure gold surface.
Today the purity of gold is measured in carats. where one carat
represents one-twenty-fourth part of the whole.
Gold (melting point I06JoC) is the most malleable of all metals used in
antiquity, and without annealing it can be hammered into shl.'ets only 0.2
micrometres thick. It is easily C~lst and can be joined by cold weldi~g or
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gold solder, a binary alloy with I R per cent copper or a ternary one
which, because it contains silver as weI\. gives a better colour.
Alternatively, it may be joined by a technique called colloid hard
soldering. whereby the join is made temporarily with a paste consisting of
a glue. a copper salt. and water: when set. the joint is heated so thiltthe
reduced metallic copper alloys with the gold, forming a bond. Applied
gold decoration includes enamelling and niello (section 5.1.2.5-6).

,],
corrosion products mllst be used j lldiei()usl~. to prevent
and/or Sl 'fer b"e l11C't'lb 'mel dissolution of internal corrOSion products.
leaching 0 t h e dS
< • ,
. . /f/'()II {Irfer eY({/\'mioll and sfahiliz({fioll

5.7.5 Deter/Of{.I'·

. . . , , ,',
, f does 110t deterinrate but alloys Will suffer corrmlOll of tlK bdse
Gold ItSe! d
'b'd I'll e'lriier sections of thIS chapter: they must be
I as escn t
'
. '
. I
'\
t
meta
d' I,' G Id crIll be extremelv weak and bntt e am mus
stabilized aCCl?r II1g y. ,.10
be handled WIth care.
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5.7.2

Nature of deferiorated fl]aterial""-'+

The corrosion of debased gold can be extremely rapid because of the
galvanic cells formed with the alloying metals.
BRIGHT GOLD. Gold. being the noblest met8\. docs not react with any
normal environments. and so may be found unchanged on excavation.
However, even debased gold, if the quantity of base metal present is
slight or if the environment dissolves the corrosion products of the base
metaL may be found bright. Where debased gold has been gilded by
depletion. considerable cormsion products in the form of black cuprite
(Cu~O) may be formed under the gold surface layer. The metal may well
be brittle for the reasons described for embritt1ed silver (section 5.6.2.5).

-

5.7.6 Reshaping
.
,
. r certain gold objects could be reshaped except where there IS a
LIke sllve . d .'1 ~
,hcre there is internal corrosIOn. AgaIn l11etdllofine surfacc etdl or ~
._' ,
· 'nformation will be lost b\: such tredtment,
grap hIC I
.
5.7.7 Summary

.
b'
r -I d 'bright' on site: gentle washing alone IS
Gold should not ": po IS lC, . ~ , "
.. ~
'v nted. Gold alloys
. -,'ble
Packagll1g must ensure dbrdslon IS pre e
.l
permlss
.
~ ~.
. 'I" 'h Id have no on-site
encrusted with copper corrosIOn products ..1 so ,~ou __ <
cleaning and are treated as tor copper alloys (sectllln ),).6),

SILVER. COPPER. OR IRON CORROSION CRUSTS Debased gold containing
one or more of these metals may become completely obscured by the
products of corrosion typical of them.

5,7.3

Examination

By examining corrosion products and metal colours, attempts are made to
identify where surface enriehment is present and, if so. whether it has
occurred intentionally or not. Likewise, the content of the whole alloy is
studied but the simple resort to specific gravity which has been used in
many analytical programmes cannot be used on objects \\ith corrosion
crusts or casting blow holes. The original surface of objects. although
often misleading in colour. will always be represented b! the remaining
uncorroded gold,
5.7.4

Cleaning

Gold is never cleaned, however gently. withollt a microscope: the danger
of abrasion of a surface-enriched laver or of scratching the soft metal is
too great. Care must be taken. then, in the field, ~to prevent hands
rubbing the surface of an object. Even in the laboratory. mechanical
cleaning is kept to a minimum. whilst chemicals which remove copper
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